Abstract. A rank-one infinite measure preserving flow T = (T t ) t∈R is constructed such that for each t = 0, the Cartesian powers of the transformation T t are all ergodic.
in the limit. The construction is implemented in the language of (C, F )-actions (see [Da2] ).
Preliminaries: rank-one actions and (C, F )-actions of R d
We first recall the definition of rank one. Let S = (S g ) g∈R d be a measure preserving action of R d on a standard σ-finite measure space (Y, C, ν).
Definition 1.1.
(i) A Rokhlin tower or column for S is a triple (A, f, F ), where A ∈ C, F is a cube in R d and f : A → F is a measurable mapping such that for any Borel subset H ⊂ F and an element g ∈ R d with g + H ⊂ F , one has f −1 (g + H) = S g f −1 (H). (ii) S is said to be of rank-one (by cubes) if there exists a sequence of Rokhlin towers (A n , f n , F n ) such that the volume of F n goes to infinity and for any subset C ∈ C of finite measure, there is a sequence of Borel subsets H n ⊂ F n such that lim
The (C, F )-construction of measure preserving actions for discrete countable groups was introduced in [dJ] and [Da1] . It was extended to the case of locally compact second countable Abelian groups in [DaS2] . (See also [Da2] .) Here we outline it briefly for R d , d ∈ N. Given two subsets E, F ⊂ R d , by E + F we mean their algebraic sum, i.e. E + F = { e + f | e ∈ E, f ∈ F }. The algebraic difference E − F is defined in a similar way. If F is a singleton, say F = {f }, then we will write E + f for E + F . Two subsets E and
F n and C n+1 are independent; (1-1)
This means that F n + C n+1 consists of #C n+1 mutually disjoint 'copies' F n + c of F n , c ∈ C n+1 , and all these copies are contained in F n+1 . We equip F n with the measure (
. Endow C n with the equidistributed probability measure. Let X n := F n × k>n C k stand for the product of measure spaces. Define an embedding X n → X n+1 by setting (f n , c n+1 , c n+2 , . . .
It is easy to see that this embedding is measure preserving. Then X 0 ⊂ X 1 ⊂ · · · . Let X := ∞ n=0 X n denote the inductive limit of the sequence of measure spaces X n and let µ denote the corresponding measure on X. Then µ is σ-finite. It is infinite if and only if
Then a Borel one-to-one map
Notice also that
The sequence of all n-cylinders approximates the entire Borel σ-algebra on X when n → ∞. We state without proof the following standard lemma (see, e.g., Lemma 2.4 from [Da1] ). Lemma 1.3. Let P n be a finite partition of F n into parallelepipeds such that for each atom ∆ of P n and an element c ∈ C n+1 , the parallelepiped ∆ + c is P n+1 -measurable and the maximal diameter of the atoms in P n goes to zero. Let S be a measure preserving transformation of X. Then the following holds.
(i) The sequence of collections of n-cylinders {[A] n | A ⊂ F n is P n -measurable} approximates the entire σ-algebra B as n → ∞. (ii) If for each pair of atoms ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 ∈ P n , there are a subset A ⊂ [∆ 1 ] n and a µ-preserving one-to-one map γ :
and γx ∈ {S i x | i ∈ Z} for all x ∈ A then S is ergodic.
We will also use the following property of the (C, F )-actions. If T is associated with (C n+1 , F n ) n≥0 then for each p > 1, the product action
The upper index p means the p-th Cartesian power. 3
Two auxiliary facts
Given a σ-finite measure space (X, µ), we denote by Aut(X, µ) the group of all µ-preserving (invertible) transformations of X. It is a Polish group when endowed with the weak topology [Aa] . Recall that the weak topology is the weakest topology in which the maps Aut(X, µ) ∋ T → µ(T A ∩ B) ∈ R are continuous for all subsets A, B ⊂ X of finite measure.
Given S ∈ Aut(X, µ) and two subsets A, B ⊂ X with µ(A) = µ(B) < ∞, we define subsets A 0 , A 1 , . . . of A as follows:
We now let N S,A,B :
If S is ergodic then A = i≥0 A i and hence N S,A,B is well defined. Denote by E the subset of all ergodic transformations in Aut(X, µ). It is well known that E is a dense G δ in Aut(X, µ). Since for each i ≥ 0, the map
is continuous, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The map E ∋ S → N S,A,B ∈ R is upper semicontinuous for all subsets A, B ⊂ X with µ(A) = µ(B) < ∞.
In the case of (C, F )-actions we can say more about the "structure" of the sets
for each a = (a 1 , . . . , a p ) with a i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , p, and a ≤ 1. Fix two n-cylinders A and B of equal measure and a transformation S = T q for some q ∈ R We also note that N (S, A, B) . 4
Proof of the main result
Theorem 3.1. There exists a (C, F )-flow T = (T t ) t∈R such that each transformation T t , t = 0, has infinite ergodic index.
Proof. We will construct this flow via an inductive procedure. Fix a sequence of integers (p n ) n≥1 in which every integer greater then 1 occurs infinitely many times. Suppose that after n − 1 steps of the construction we have already defined
Suppose also that for each 0 ≤ i ≤ m n−1 , a finite partition P i of F i into intervals is chosen in such a way that -the interval ∆ + c is P i+1 -measurable for each atom ∆ of P i , 0 ≤ i < m n−1 , and each c ∈ C i+1 and -the length of any atom of P i is no more than i −1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ m n−1 .
Step n. Consider a rank-one weakly mixing finite measure preserving (C, F )-flow T (n) = (T (n) t ) t∈R associated with a sequence (C k+1,n , F k,n ) k≥0 such that F 0,n := F m n−1 . Examples of weakly mixing rank-one finite measure preserving flows are well known-see, e.g., [dJP] . In [DaS2] one can find explicit (C, F )-construction of mixing finite measure preserving flows. Let (X (n) , µ n ) be the space of this action. Since T (n) is weakly mixing, it follows that for each t > 0, the transformation
